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Our mission

Using our IT skills to make a difference
Our priorities
1. Enhancing opportunities for young people through
more effective education.
2. Improving the quality of life for the disadvantaged,
disabled and socially-excluded.
3. Helping charities and other not-for-profit organisations
to get the best out of IT.
4. Improving the wider public’s understanding of IT and
its capabilities.
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Are you a charity with a project that
fits one of our priorities?
This review illustrates the sort of projects
we support. So, if you think we could help
your project, contact eleanor@wcit.org.uk
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Your generosity in time and money has made 2018
an outstanding year for the WCIT Charity

Jo Connell OBE DL, Chair, WCIT Charity

Since 2012, we
have given
away well over
a million pounds
in grants, which
is a fantastic
sum

Thanks to your outstanding generosity, our
income in 2018 was £148,000. This enabled us
to make grants of more than £250,000 for the
third consecutive year, with the difference
being made up from our Special Projects
Fund. More details of our income and grants
are on pages five and seven.

WCIT Charity IT Award 2018
76 charities applied for the WCIT Charity IT
Award; as a result, we made two £300,000
grants to CALM and Missing People, each of
which is developing AI systems. In addition,
funding is being provided to WCIT’s AI
Learning Exchange to enable learning and
best practice for developing AI systems to be
established and shared across the charity
sector: learn the latest on these projects
over the page.

Past achievements
By the time you receive this, I shall have
retired from the chairmanship of the Charity,
which I have held since 2012. Since then, your
donations and the events you have organised
have raised a magnificent total of £760,273.
I am particularly proud that, during my time,
we started our Continuous Committed Giving
(CCG) scheme, which, this year, will have
raised just short of £100,000.

Your generosity in time and money has
enabled us to support many charities and
not-for-profit organisations. Since 2012, we
have given away well over a million pounds
in grants, which is a fantastic sum; our
model of combining the passion, commitment
and valuable time of our volunteers with
these financial grants ensures that our
impact is multiplied.
So I want to say thank you to all of you for
this fantastic support, and to ask you to
continue with your generosity. My final plea,
however, is to those members who are still
not participating in CCG: imagine what more
we could do if you were to join us.
It has been an enormous privilege to have been
Chair of your Charity and to see first-hand the
significant impact that your generosity has
had on those living in challenging
circumstances. I wish Dr Stefan Fafinski every
success as he takes over as Chair. I am
confident that under his stewardship, and
with your continued generosity, WCIT Charity
will go on to even greater things.

Jo Connell OBE DL
Chair, WCIT Charity
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Artificial Intelligence helps charities to handle
an ever-increasing number of enquiries
Charities face
rising call
and online chat
volumes with
insufficient
human
resources to
service all the
contacts they
receive

CALM and Missing People, joint winners of the
WCIT Charity IT Award 2018, each face the
problem of rising call and online chat volumes
with insufficient human resources to service
all the contacts they receive. They therefore
both seek to make innovative use of
chatbots, supported by Artificial Intelligence
(AI), to prioritise the calls and increase the
number of enquiries successfully handled.

Missing People’s goal is that every missing
person, along with their family, is ‘one safe
click’ from support. With the help of funding
through the WCIT Charity IT Award 2018, this
is becoming a reality.
A chatbot has been built and tested in
readiness for a pilot. The initial focus will be on
serving children at risk of being missing and
exploited. Other organisations involved include
the Children’s Commissioner for England,
NSPCC and Barclays. Missing People is already
seeing the potential to utilise the technology
to benefit other vulnerable groups.
Geoff Balmont, Missing People’s IT Director,
said: “With WCIT support, this year, we’ll
start enabling more people to access expert
The Awards ceremony
at Mercers’ Hall in
September 2018.
Through the 2018
Awards, and the AI/ML
Learning Exchange, the
WCIT Charity is playing
a leading role in
developing the use of AI
in the Charity sector.

support digitally; when they want, how
they want, and wherever they are. You are
setting up Missing People for long-term
sustainability and growth in the numbers of
people we can help. Thank you for the
amazing support!”
2019 will also be an
exciting year for CALM
and Project RIO, the
charity’s AI-enabled
machine learning
triage service. Seed
funding from the
WCIT IT Charity Award
2018 has allowed
CALM to hit the ground
running. CALM has already secured another
£175k of funding and hopes to secure a
further £300k shortly.
The project is on track. 2019 will see Project
RIO put through its paces during rigorous
testing in preparation for the phased live
launch, which is planned for early 2020.
Simon Gunning, CEO of CALM, comments
“We’re delighted to be working with the
WCIT to develop Project RIO, a product with
AI at its core that will radically improve
helpline services in the UK and, without
question, save many lives. We couldn’t have
got to this point without the WCIT members.”
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An impressive year of fundraising by our ever
generous membership
Total amount raised in 2018

£148,215
As well as this financial generosity, our
members provided thousands of hours of
pro bono time. The Board of the Charity and
the Court wish to thank very warmly each
and every one of you who has contributed
funds and/or pro bono time to all the
wonderful projects that we support.
Charitable giving is at the heart of our livery
activity and we would love every Company
member to be a donor to our Charity.

Committees,
Continuous Committed Giving
Panels and
(CCG) 70%
their members
make extremely
valuable
contributions of (including Gift Aid of £17,819)
pro bono time,
which is not
Another fantastic year of fundraising from
the very generous membership enabled CCG
included in
(our Continuous Committed Giving scheme)
this financial
to increase to over £98,000 – an amazing
analysis
achievement.

£98,229

CCG is a great way to support us. It gives us
forward visibility and confidence in our
income, and this allows us to manage our
commitments and grants effectively.

The inspirational Lyke Wake Walkers raised
£9,668 by walking 40 miles, in one go, across
the North York Moors – through the night!
The Entrepreneurs Panel raised a fantastic
£10,000 at the Enterprise Awards, and the
Events Panel contributed a superb £2,265.
Panels and Committees making a surplus
contributed other large sums this year,
including a generous donation of £1,000 from
the Equality Committee and £1,260 from the
annual WCIT Golf Day, plus many others.

Other donations 13%

£26,374
(including Gift Aid of £2,766)
We received two thoughtful legacies from
our much missed members, Sir Brian Thomas
Neill and Mr Dennis Blackwell.
Other personal and business donations
contribute to the third leg of our fundraising.
Some members prefer to make occasional
one-off donations or give to our Charity
through workplace giving schemes.
We also received two very generous
restricted donations from Dame Stephanie
Shirley CH and The Martin Laing Foundation.

These sums include Gift Aid of
Events and WCIT Panels
fundraising 17%

£23,612
Panel, Committee and members’ activities
are the second key part of the Company’s
charitable fundraising activities.

£20,585
Donations and fundraising ideas
For more information on joining CCG, making a
donation or organising a fundraising event,
please contact eleanor@wcit.org.uk.
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Sharing experiences of emerging technologies
across the charity sector
Right: The first meeting
of the Learning Exchange
plans how to share AI
knowledge across the
Charity sector.
Below: The Learning
Exchange’s first public
debate on the ethics of
AI in the Charity sector.

At the
six-month
mark, the
AI/ML Learning
Exchange has
grown to
twelve charity
members

The rapid advances in Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning (AI/ML) provide a
hugely exciting opportunity for charities – but
one that is out of reach for the vast majority
of the sector due to a lack of both expertise
and funds.
It was therefore very exciting that the two
winners of the WCIT Charity IT Award 2018,
CALM and Missing People, were pioneering in
this respect. It was clear, though, that there
was also a unique opportunity for AI/ML to
make a wider impact.

further thought leadership and practical
advice, but it’s strictly a sales-free, vendor
neutral, “Chatham House Rule” environment,
so the charities can be comfortable
discussing their issues and concerns. The
ensuing debates have been stimulating,
thought-provoking and, according to the
feedback to date, extremely pertinent to the
charities and their projects. A collaborative
technical platform is also being created to
share information and assets.

By setting up a Learning Exchange on AI/ML,
the WCIT was able not only to connect CALM
and Missing People with technical experts
within the WCIT membership, but also to
create a channel to share experiences and
lessons learned in these emerging
technologies across the charity sector.
So far, it is working. At the six-month mark,
the AI/ML Learning Exchange has grown to
twelve charity members, ranging from
household names such as Cancer Research,
Samaritans and the NSPCC, to smaller
organisations like The Brain Tumour Charity
and Family Lives.
Monthly workshops and themed events offer
an open exchange of ideas to provide valuable
insights and shortcuts that are particularly
useful to charities just beginning their AI/ML
journey. WCIT members have contributed

The charities who have joined the AI Learning
Exchange are all engaged in important
endeavours that affect a wide range of
society – if the WCIT AI/ML Learning
Exchange can facilitate and help them
become more effective in realising their
desired outcomes, then we will be achieving
something truly worthwhile.
If you wish to contribute or join the WCIT
Learning Exchange, please contact the Chair,
Maxine Ricketts, via eleanor@wcit.org.uk.
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More than thirty charitable organisations have
benefited from your generosity
We are proud to have made
grants totalling

Improving the quality of life for
the disadvantaged, disabled and
socially-excluded

£262,712 £141,910
TOP 5

How we spent the money
Below, you can see some of the larger
donations that we have made this year.

■
■
■
■

Young people 10%
Socially excluded 54%
Other charities 28%
Wider public 8%

We have four
priority areas on
which we focus
our grants

Missing People

£ 55,000

Thames Reach

£ 44,007

Autistica

£ 10,000

Code 4000 CIC

£ 10,000

AbilityNet ‘Tech Demo Days’

£

9,782

Helping charities and other
not-for-profit organisations to
get the best out of IT

£72,497
Enhancing opportunities for
young people through more
effective education

Charity IT Association (CITA)

£ 65,700

AbilityNet ‘Tech4Good Awards’

£

5,942

Four other charities

£

855

Improving the understanding of
IT and its capabilities to the
wider public

£26,856 £21,449
Hammersmith Academy

£

5,412

Lilian Baylis Technology School

£

4,671

Kids N’ Action

£

4,000

IT4Arts

£

2,309

Christ Church C of E
Primary School

£

4,000

CITO Cutter Fund

£

1 ,485

Digital Preservation Coalition

£

930

Seven other charities

£

8,773

Cambridge Centre for
Computing History

£

224

Gresham College IT Professorship £ 16,500
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‘Molehill Mountain’ anxiety self-management app
enhances life for autistic people
Right: The first version
of Autistica’s ‘Molehill
Mountain’ app, allowing
users to track their
worries, thoughts and
feelings and get
evidence-based tips.
Below: An Autistica
client helping test
and develop the app
alongside the charity
and King’s College
London.

If more autistic
people are able
to live better
with anxiety,
this could mean
that more
individuals are
able to enter
and stay in
education and
employment

Autistica, the UK’s leading autism research
charity, recently brought together over 1,000
autistic individuals, family members, carers and
professionals. The group agreed that effective
mental health intervention for autistic people
was the community’s top priority.

accessibility barriers and allows individuals to
access it in a comfortable environment and at
a time convenient for them.

Almost 80% of autistic adults experience
mental health problems. Left untreated,
anxiety can have a devastating impact on an
individual’s education, wellbeing and health.
Despite its potential benefits, many autistic
individuals find traditional cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT) challenging.

Thanks to the support of the WCIT Charity,
Molehill Mountain’s pilot app was launched in
summer 2018. Since then, almost 4,900
people have installed the app, with a current
average of 244 weekly users and 833
monthly users, and users have logged over
12,000 worries. With such positive impact
from the pilot, the next step is to launch the
first full version of the app in late 2019.

In response, Autistica partnered with King’s
College London (KCL) to develop ‘Molehill
Mountain’, the only evidence-led anxiety
self-management app created specifically for
autistic people. Molehill Mountain helps users
to explore the causes and symptoms, and to
develop the knowledge, confidence and skills
to live better with anxiety.
Molehill Mountain is a digital re-imagining of
KCL’s successful paper-based toolkit, using
CBT principles. The app, which was developed
with input from 16 autistic people, removes

The potential impact of the app is huge on
both a societal and a personal level. If more
autistic people are able to live better with
anxiety, this could mean that more
individuals are able to enter and stay in
education and employment (currently only
16% are able to find full-time work).
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Improved IT for East End school enhances learning
for both students and the wider community
The children
who have
benefited the
most from
these funds are
three special
educational
needs students

Situated on Brick Lane in London’s East End,
in the heart of a truly diverse and vibrant
community, Christ Church Primary School
offers a stimulating creative curriculum that
leads to lifelong learning and capitalises on
children being able to learn using the latest
technology. It also enables staff to support
both students and the wider community to
enhance their learning and life skills.
The school deprivation indicator is in the
highest 10% in the country: many of the
children come from low income families and
have no computer access at home. For many
in the surrounding community, English is not
their first language.
Improved IT equipment within the school and
the community building will help not only to
enhance the learning of students but also to
provide the parents, carers and members of
the community with improved courses in
digital, CV and letter-writing skills, which they
would otherwise be unable to afford to learn.
With the funds from the WCIT Charity, the
school has been able to upgrade its IT
provision to support their students’
educational needs. Teachers are now able to
facilitate lessons on a wide range of subjects
for the students with new iPads, which are

The students of
Christ Church C of E
Primary School using
the technology
donated by the WCIT
Charity. Teachers are
now able to facilitate
lessons on a wider
range of subjects for
the students.

used in conjunction with other teaching aids
within the classroom.
The children who have benefited the most
from these funds are three of their special
educational needs students. These Year 5
students are now able to engage in daily
interventions that are focused on improving
their phonic knowledge, reading, speaking
and writing skills, as well as their arithmetic,
problem solving and reasoning skills. All three
children have made good progress since
these interventions have been put in place.
“The iPads have allowed the students to
build confidence in their ability. Their needs,
when it comes to visual and auditory
learning, have been supported through the
use of this technology, both in the classroom
and through intervention work. Their
independence has increased exponentially,
and their digital awareness has improved,
which sets them up for their future careers,”
explains their Year 5 teacher.
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New iPads deliver life-changing independence
to disabled students
A Treloar’s student
benefiting from one of
the switch-controlled
iPads donated by the
WCIT Charity. With this
technology there is no
boundary to their
learning and education.

Enhanced
technology in
teaching has
resulted in a
positive,
interactive
and engaging
learning
environment

The vision of Treloar School and College is to
enable education for disabled young people
and to create a world where they can learn to
take control of their lives.
iPads at Treloar’s have proved their
usefulness in the education process but, to
deliver the benefits to the most physicallydisabled or sight-impaired students, an
essential further requirement is for tailored
switching and/or the provision of the
larger iPad Pro.
With the support of WCIT, Treloar’s has now
delivered independence in education to 37
students whose visual impairments or lack of
motor skills had previously prevented them
from accessing iPads through conventional
methods. With these modified iPads, which
are now a daily part of life, there is no
boundary to their learning and education.
Students can now independently navigate
and access applications, type messages
using the onscreen keyboard, take photos
and even draw freehand. Learning has
become interactive instead of passive, and
one student tells how she has been
empowered to work independently and to

study for her GCSEs anytime, anywhere.
“With a switch controlled iPad, I can control
all aspects of my work independently.
Previously, I had to ask members of staff to
assist in everything I was doing. This is a
life-changing device,” said Amy.
Use of the enhanced technology in teaching
has resulted in a positive, interactive and
engaging learning environment, where
students collaborate and chat about the
work they are doing, interact with one
another, and participate in class dynamics in
ways that can enrich their learning. The iPads
have become an invaluable tool.
“We would like to express our sincere
gratitude to the Information Technologists.
The value of life-changing improvements to
our students’ ability to communicate and
participate in learning and leisure activities
through having an iPad is enormous – thank
you all.” Judith Conners, Fundraising Manager.
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Thank you for your support in 2018, allowing us to
make a difference to those in the greatest need
Anjola Adeniyi
Dr Kan Ahluwalia
Philip Allega
Lt Col Tim Allen OBE
Mike Allen
Dharsh Allirajah
Dr Randall Anderson CC
Prof John Angel
Richard Antonel
Tony Armour
Helen Armstrong
Kimball Bailey
Tony Bannister
David Barker
Dr Keith Baughan OBE
David Berry
Maggie Berry OBE
Dr Huw Beverley-Smith
Tony Biddle
Gary Bilkus
Nicholas Birtles
Dr Sue Black OBE
Martin Black
Bridget Blow CBE
Marion Boughton
Mark Brett
Leo Brome
Eileen Brown
Andy Brown
Jim Burke
Simon Burrows
Sheena Campbell
Colin Campbell
John Carrington
Johnny Carrington
Marcus Carter
Davinder Chowdhury
Katherine Church
Keith Clarke
Nick & Sheila Claydon
Lt Col Colin Code
David Collison
Jo Connell OBE DL
Susan Cooklin
Capt Khushru Cooper
Peter Cordery
Hugh Cox
Gill Craig
Rob Crook
Neale Croutear-Foy
Tim Cuddeford
Susan Cuff
Piers Daniell
Prof James Davenport
Carl Davis
Gavin Davis
John Dixon
Elke Duncker
Carl Elliott
Roger Ellis
Joanna Elsey
Philip Evans

Paul Excell
Dr Stefan Fafinski
Robert Fawthrop
Guy Feld
Vincent Ferrie
Madeleine Field
Paul Finch
Sheila & Rod Flavell
Bill Flind
Adrian Ford
Paul Fullagar
Alistair Fulton
Al Furye
Vivien Gainsborough Foot
Colin Gallick
Julia George
Rebecca George OBE
Sir Peter Gershon CBE
Rob Glenn
Dr Daniel Gozman
Roger Graham OBE
James Grant
Michael Grant
Danielle Green
Les Green
Michelle Gurney
Chris Haden
Angela Hakim
Dr Jon Hall
Susan Hallam MBE
Matthew Hampson
Mel Haskins
Keith Haviland
Ian Henderson
Giles Hill
Ian Hillier-Brook
Martin Hiscox
Lt Col Chris Histed
Chris Hoad
Michael Hoddy
Martin Hogg
Mark Holford
Marcus Hoskin
Lt Col Ben Howarth
Rick Huckstep
Charles & Beverley Hughes
Graham Hutchings
Jean Irvine OBE
Prof Roy Isbell
Jonathan Ishee
Paul Jagger
Paul Jameson
Chris Jamieson
Sir Brian Jenkins GBE
Dr Roger Johnson
Dan Johnson
Alison Johnston
Phil Jones
Tony Kassimiotis
Mike Keith
Bill Kennair
Isla Kennedy

Matthew Kent
Eric Kihlstrom
Jane Kimberlin
Dr Dave King
Steve Kingan
Nick Kingsbury
Peter Kirby
Colin Knight
Neil Larkins
Ed Lascelles
Robert Laurens
Peter Lee
John Leighfield CBE
Nigel Lewis
Tim Lewis
Bob Lincoln
Colin Lindsay
Richard Little
Ray Long CB
Valentina Lupi
Mike Lyons
Gus Machado
Martin Mackay
Dr Jeffrey Mahood
Kerri Mansfield JP
Roy Marsh
Dr John McCarthy
Paddy McGwire
Bill McCluggage
Draven McConville
Adrian Mendoza
David Miles
John Milner
Iain Mitchell QC
Graham Monro
Richard Moon
Gary Moore
Tony Moore
Peter Morgan MBE
Bert Morris
David Morris
Stuart Munro
Stuart Murdoch
Kevin Murrell
Dr Annette Nabavi
Sunil Nair
Baz Neil
Gilbert Pant
Anthony Parker
Lady Parmley (Wendy)
Lt Col Andy Parsons
Seatal Patel
Craig Penfold
Lawrence Phillips
Matthew Platts
Brig (Ret) Alan Pollard
Simon Prince
JP Rangaswami
Mike Rappolt
Ted Rees
Chris Rees
Heather Richards

Steven Richmond
Maxine Ricketts
Dr David Rippon
Graham Rivers
David Robertson
Kurt Roosen
Dr Charles Ryder
Kathryn Sadler
Geoff Sadler
Jeremy & Kiran Sandford
Victoria Schmidt
Jason Scott-Taggart
Adrian Seccombe
Dr Alan Shepherd
Dame Stephanie Shirley CH
Alan Simpson
Capt Howard Skidmore
Wayne Smith
Steve Smith
Martin Smith MBE
Jonathan & Sarah Soar
Dr Elizabeth Sparrow
Justin Speake
Paul Spencer
Colin Spiller
Geoff Squire OBE
Emma Steenson
James Stevenson
Hugh Stewart
Sheldon & Caroline Stoutt
Kevin Streater
Liz Thrussell
Jane Tozer OBE
Maj Sarah Trevelion
Adrian Ulisse
Jude Umeh
Clare Verga
Philip Virgo
Dan Wajzner
John Wallace
Peta Walmisley
Michael Webster
Steve Whatson
Nigel White
Geraint Whitley
David Wilde
Dr Francis Wilkin
Tony Williams
Michael Winslow
Rob Wirszycz
David Woof
Sir David Wootton
Dawn Wright
Andrew Yeomans
Chris Zaremba
We are very grateful to
all our donors, including
those not listed above, as
well as those who have
volunteered their time
and expertise.

The Worshipful Company of
Information Technologists’ Charity
39a Bartholomew Close
London EC1A 7JN
Phone: 020 7600 1992
Email: eleanor@wcit.org.uk
www.wcit.org.uk
The Information Technologists’ Company was
granted Livery status in 1992, becoming the
100th Livery Company of the City of London.
The Information Technologists’ Charity was
founded in 1986 when the Company was still
only a Guild. The Charity, with its own board of
trustees, is independent of the Company, but
is closely associated with it.

The Worshipful Company of Information
Technologists’ Charity
Registered charity number 1 1 13488
Company limited by guarantee
Registered in England and Wales No. 05697763
Registered office at the above address

